Temperature of the QGP: a brief overview
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These proceedings give a brief overview of the measurements of the effective temperature of the quark-gluon plasma.
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1 Introduction

The quark gluon plasma is a strongly coupled state of matter that is formed by the overlapping nucleons of two colliding heavy-ions[1]. In the overlap region the thermodynamic properties of the colliding matter, such as temperature, pressure, and energy density, are so large that a phase transition into this extraordinary type of matter occurs. After its creating the QGP will expand, cool down, and its constituents will hadronize into ordinary matter. Here, the temperature plays an important role in understanding the space-time dynamics of the QGP evolution, as the hydrodynamical description of the QGP phase uses an equation of state that depends on $T, p, \epsilon$ [2–4].

The temperatures reached in these collisions at RHIC and the LHC is estimated to be of the order of 300 MeV, well above the pseudo-critical temperature of 150 MeV which has been calculated by lattice QCD [1]. There are two conceptually different approaches that tell us more about the temperature, which are either data or model driven. First, the slope of the transverse momentum spectra of thermal photons and dileptons is related to the temperature of the system. Since these thermal probes are created all throughout the evolution of the QGP, this measurement relates to the effective temperature of the system ($T_{\text{eff}}$). Secondly, state-of-the-art theoretical calculations, employing Bayesian inference, use a whole collection of hadronic data and are able to provide posterior distributions of a set of parameters that describe the QGP [5]. These parameters are then either important for the initial and early state, as well as the evolution of the hydrodynamical phase. The temperature of the system is usually not one of the parameters constrained by this method, but can be calculated at any point in the space-time evolution of the system.

In these proceedings brief overview is given from both the experimental and theoretical side, concluded by a discussion on possible future steps to get a better understanding.

2 Theoretical overview

In dynamical model calculations of the QGP, the temperature can be calculated for each fluid element at any point in time during the evolution. This calculation is done by obtaining the local energy density from the stress tensor, which via the equation of state is related to the temperature $T$. Here, it is then possible to calculate several different temperatures, such as the fluid element with the maximum available temperature $T_{\text{max}}$ and the average temperature $< T >$, all at a specific time ($\tau$). It is important to note that the fluctuations of the entropy density of the initial state lead to large local temperature differences at early times. Furthermore, as the colliding nuclei have a nuclear thickness that is larger toward its center, more central AA collisions create initial states with larger entropy densities compared to more peripheral collisions. A detailed calculation of $T_{\text{max}}$ and $< T >$ as function of collision centrality has been performed using the Trajectum code, as shown in Figure 1 [5]. The time at which the temperature is evaluated is $\tau = 1.17$ fm/$c$, coinciding with the time the hydrodynamical phase starts for this specific model calculation. $T_{\text{switch}}$ is the temperature at which the model stops the hydrodynamical evolution and starts the hadronization process. The result shows a clear collision centrality dependence, with central collisions being significantly hotter than peripheral ones.
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**Figure 1.** Centrality dependence of the temperatures $T_{\text{max}}$ and $< T >$ at $\tau = 1.17$ fm/$c$, as calculated using Trajectum.

Experimentally we can access the temperature by measuring thermal photons that are emitted by the hot plasma[6–10]. By incorporating thermal photon production in the hydrodynamical phase of a model calculation, one is then able to try to relate the temperature to the spectrum of thermal photons that results from the QGP. Some of the model calculations also include thermal photons from the pre-equilibrium stage as well as the hadron gas. The thermal photon production rate depends on the local fluid properties such as the fluid
four photons and the temperature. The total yield of these thermal photons can be calculated as an integral over the space-time volume of the medium, which depends on the size and the lifetime of the system as

$$\frac{d^4 N_{\gamma, \text{direct}}}{d^3 k} = \int d^4 X \frac{d^4 \Gamma_{\gamma, \text{direct}}(K^\mu, u^\mu(X), T(X))}{d^3 k},$$

where $\Gamma_{\gamma, \text{direct}}$ is the thermal photon production rate, which depends on its four-vector $K^\mu$, flow velocity $u^\mu(X)$, and temperature of the thermal system $T(X)$. The instantaneous rate is the largest at early times when the system is at its highest temperature, which goes down for later times when the system is expanding and cooling down. Interestingly, the total rate of thermal photons tends to increase as time progresses, as the volume of the system rapidly increases while the temperature remains relatively high [11]. This implies temperature measurements are perhaps more sensitive to late times, as here the majority of photons are produced.

$$\frac{dN_{\gamma, \text{direct}}}{d^3 k} = \int d^4 X \frac{d^4 \Gamma_{\gamma, \text{direct}}(K^\mu, u^\mu(X), T(X))}{d^3 k},$$

3 Experimental overview

In experiments it is not a priori known which photon is produced as thermal radiation from the plasma, especially considering the vast amount of photons coming from neutral meson decays. Therefore, one of the common methods is to subtract the decay photons on statistical basis from the distribution of inclusive photons, where first the excess of direct photons is measured via the $p_T$ dependent double ratio

$$R_\gamma \equiv \frac{\gamma_{\text{incl}}}{\pi^0_{\text{param}}} \cdot \frac{\pi^0_{\text{param}}}{\gamma_{\text{decay}}} = \frac{\gamma_{\text{incl}}}{\gamma_{\text{decay}}}.$$

where $\gamma_{\text{incl}}$ and $\gamma_{\text{decay}}$ are the inclusive and decay photon yields, respectively, and $\pi^0_{\text{param}}$ a parametrization of the measured $\pi^0$ spectrum. Then, the direct yield can be calculated using

$$\gamma_{\text{direct}} = \gamma_{\text{incl}} - \gamma_{\text{decay}} = \left(1 - \frac{1}{R_\gamma}\right) \cdot \gamma_{\text{incl}}.$$

This approach has been used at both RHIC and the LHC, at various beam energies and collision systems. Figure 3 shows the double ratio $R_\gamma$ and direct photon yield as function of $p_T$ for different collision centralities as measured in ALICE at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 2.76$ TeV [12]. The $R_\gamma$ at the LHC is only slightly above unity at lower $p_T$ and is consistent with pQCD calculations of prompt photons at higher $p_T$. The resulting direct photon yields agree with the hydrodynamical calculations, and are fitted at lower $p_T$ to estimate $T_{\text{eff}}$. Similar measurements are performed at RHIC, both utilizing calorimetric and conversion photon reconstruction techniques, as well as measurements of thermal dileptons. A compilation of the effective temperatures as function of $\sqrt{s_{NN}}$ is shown in Figure 4 which fits the corresponding direct photon yields for different $p_T$ ranges [13]. Interestingly, it seems that $T_{\text{eff}}$ is similar for each beam energy as long as the same integration range is used.
4 Discussion

These proceedings give a brief overview of the measurements of the effective temperature of the quark-gluon plasma. With temperatures around 300 MeV it implies that we are dealing with a system well above the pseudo-critical temperature of 150 MeV as predicted by lattice QCD. However, it remains a challenging experiment as the signal is so dominated by photons produced in neutral meson decays in the case of real photons, as well as the large backgrounds of dileptons in the case of virtual photons. In addition, the direct photon yields as measured in experiment are summing the photons produced by the hot plasma over the entire space-time evolution of the system, such that the slope of the spectrum only relates to the effective temperature \( T_{\text{eff}} \). In addition, the measurements of \( T_{\text{eff}} \) show that there is a \( p_T \) dependence, which is not expected from the thermal photon yields from theoretical models. It would be interesting to find out whether the \( p_T \) dependence of \( T_{\text{eff}} \) could put limits on photons coming from the pre-equilibrium phase or perhaps the hadron gas. Similarly, state-of-the-art model calculations, for example those that use Bayesian inference to constrain QGP parameters, can be used to investigate the relationship between the temperature evolution of the system with respect to the amplitude of \( T_{\text{eff}} \).
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